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7s start SN- 

SNACKED ACDEKNS SNACK, to eat light meal [v] 

SNACKER ACEKNRS one that snacks (to eat light meal) [n -S] 

SNAFFLE AEFFLNS to obtain by devious means [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNAFUED ADEFNSU SNAFU, to bring into state of confusion [v] 

SNAGGED ADEGGNS SNAG, to catch on snag (jagged protuberance) [v] 

SNAGGER AEGGNRS person who uses illegal fishing methods [n -S] 

SNAGGLE AEGGLNS tangled or knotted mass [n -S] 

SNAILED ADEILNS SNAIL, to move slowly [v] 

SNAKIER AEIKNRS SNAKEY, snaky (resembling snake) [adj] / SNAKY [adj] 

SNAKILY AIKLNSY SNAKY, resembling snake [adv] 

SNAKING AGIKNNS SNAKE, to move like snake (limbless reptile) [v] 

SNAKISH AHIKNSS resembling snake [adj] 

SNAPPED ADENPPS SNAP, to make sharp cracking sound [v] 

SNAPPER AENPPRS one that snaps (to make sharp cracking sound) [n -S] 

SNARERS AENRRSS SNARER, one that snares (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [n] 

SNARFED ADEFNRS SNARF, to eat or drink greedily [v] 

SNARFLE AEFLNRS to snarf (to eat or drink greedily) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNARING AGINNRS SNARE, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

SNARLED ADELNRS SNARL, to growl viciously [v] 

SNARLER AELNRRS one that snarls (to growl viciously) [n -S] 

SNASHES AEHNSSS SNASH, abusive language [n] 

SNATCHY ACHNSTY occurring irregularly [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SNATHES AEHNSST SNATHE, snath (handle of scythe) [n] 

SNAWING AGINNSW SNAW, to snow (to fall as snow (precipitation in form of ice crystals)) [v] 

SNEAKED ADEEKNS SNEAK, to move stealthily [v] 

SNEAKER AEEKNRS one that sneaks (to move stealthily) [n -S] 

SNEAPED ADEENPS SNEAP, to chide (to scold (to rebuke harshly)) [v] 

SNEDDED DDDEENS SNED, to prune (to cut off branches or parts from) [v] 

SNEERED DEEENRS SNEER, to curl lip in contempt [v] 

SNEERER EEENRRS one that sneers (to curl lip in contempt) [n -S] 

SNEEZED DEEENSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNEEZER EEENRSZ one that sneezes (to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath) [n -S] 

SNEEZES EEENSSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNELLED DEELLNS SNELL, to attach short line to fishhook [v] 

SNELLER EELLNRS SNELL, keen (enthusiastic) [adj] 

SNIBBED BBDEINS SNIB, to latch (to close with type of fastening device) [v] 

SNICKED CDEIKNS SNICK, to nick (to make shallow cut in) [v] 

SNICKER CEIKNRS to utter partly stifled laugh [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNIDELY DEILNSY SNIDE, maliciously derogatory [adv] 

SNIDEST DEINSST SNIDE, maliciously derogatory [adj] 

SNIFFED DEFFINS SNIFF, to inhale audibly through nose [v] 

SNIFFER EFFINRS one that sniffs (to inhale audibly through nose) [n -S] 

SNIFFLE EFFILNS to sniff repeatedly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNIFFLY FFILNSY that sniffles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SNIFTER EFINRST pear-shaped liquor glass [n -S] 
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SNIGGER EGGINRS to snicker (to utter partly stifled laugh) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNIGGLE EGGILNS to fish for eels [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNIGLET EGILNST word coined for something not having name [n -S] 

SNIPERS EINPRSS SNIPER, one that snipes (to shoot at individuals from concealed place) [n] 

SNIPING GIINNPS act of one that snipes [n -S] / SNIPE, to shoot at individuals from concealed place [v] 

SNIPPED DEINPPS SNIP, to cut with short, quick stroke [v] 

SNIPPER EINPPRS one that snips (to cut with short, quick stroke) [n -S] 

SNIPPET EINPPST small piece snipped off [n -S] 

SNIVELS EILNSSV SNIVEL, to cry or whine with sniffling [v] 

SNOGGED DEGGNOS SNOG, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SNOGGER EGGNORS one that snogs (to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection)) [n -S] 

SNOODED DDENOOS SNOOD, to secure with snood (net or fabric cap for hair) [v] 

SNOOKED DEKNOOS SNOOK, to sniff (to inhale audibly through nose) [v] 

SNOOKER EKNOORS to trick (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOOLED DELNOOS SNOOL, to yield meekly [v] 

SNOOPED DENOOPS SNOOP, to pry about [v] 

SNOOPER ENOOPRS one that snoops (to pry about) [n -S] 

SNOOSES ENOOSSS SNOOSE, chewing tobacco [n] 

SNOOTED DENOOST SNOOT, to treat with disdain [v] 

SNOOZED DENOOSZ SNOOZE, to sleep lightly [v] 

SNOOZER ENOORSZ one that snoozes (to sleep lightly) [n -S] 

SNOOZES ENOOSSZ SNOOZE, to sleep lightly [v] 

SNOOZLE ELNOOSZ to nuzzle (to push with nose) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNORERS ENORRSS SNORER, one that snores (to breathe loudly while sleeping) [n] 

SNORING GINNORS act of breathing loudly while sleeping [n -S] / SNORE, to breathe loudly while sleeping [v] 

SNORKEL EKLNORS to swim underwater with type of breathing device [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SNORTED DENORST SNORT, to exhale noisily through nostrils [v] 

SNORTER ENORRST one that snorts (to exhale noisily through nostrils) [n -S] 

SNOUTED DENOSTU SNOUT, to provide with nozzle [v] 

SNOWCAP ACNOPSW covering of snow [n -S] 

SNOWCAT ACNOSTW tracklaying vehicle for travel on snow [n -S] 

SNOWIER EINORSW SNOWY, abounding in snow [adj] 

SNOWILY ILNOSWY in snowy (abounding in snow) manner [adv] 

SNOWING GINNOSW SNOW, to fall as snow (precipitation in form of ice crystals) [v] 

SNOWMAN AMNNOSW figure of person that is made of snow [n -MEN] 

SNUBBED BBDENSU SNUB, to treat with contempt or neglect [v] 

SNUBBER BBENRSU SNUB, short (having little length) [adj] / one that snubs (to treat with contempt or neglect) [n -S] 

SNUFFED DEFFNSU SNUFF, to use or inhale snuff (powdered tobacco) [v] 

SNUFFER EFFNRSU one that snuffs (to use or inhale snuff (powdered tobacco)) [n -S] 

SNUFFLE EFFLNSU to sniffle (to sniff repeatedly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNUFFLY FFLNSUY tending to snuffle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SNUGGED DEGGNSU SNUG, to make snug [v] 

SNUGGER EGGNRSU SNUG, warmly comfortable [adj] 

SNUGGLE EGGLNSU to lie or press closely [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNUGGLY GGLNSUY warm and cozy [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 
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7s contain -SN- 

BESNOWS BENOSSW BESNOW, to cover with snow [v] 

BISNAGA AABGINS type of cactus (plant native to arid regions) [n -S] 

DEMESNE DEEEMNS legal possession of land as one's own [n -S] 

ENSNARE AEENNRS to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENSNARL AELNNRS to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRESNEL EEFLNRS type of lens used in lights [n -S] 

INSNARE AEINNRS to ensnare (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

MISNAME AEIMMNS to call by wrong name [v -D, -MING, -S] 

PARSNIP AINPPRS European herb [n -S] 

PIGSNEY EGINPSY darling (much-loved person) [n -S] 

PILSNER EILNPRS light beer [n -S] 

PUISNES EINPSSU PUISNE, one of lesser rank [n] 

SARSNET AENRSST sarcenet (silk fabric) [n -S] 

UNSNAGS AGNNSSU UNSNAG, to free of snags [v] 

UNSNAPS ANNPSSU UNSNAP, to undo snaps of [v] 

UNSNARL ALNNRSU to untangle (to free from tangles) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start SN- 

SNACKIER ACEIKNRS SNACKY, suitable as light meal [adj] 

SNACKING ACGIKNNS SNACK, to eat light meal [v] 

SNAFUING AFGINNSU SNAFU, to bring into state of confusion [v] 

SNAGGIER AEGGINRS SNAGGY, full of snags [adj] 

SNAGGING AGGGINNS SNAG, to catch on snag (jagged protuberance) [v] 

SNAGLIKE AEGIKLNS resembling snag [adj] 

SNAILING AGIILNNS SNAIL, to move slowly [v] 

SNAKEBIT ABEIKNST unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

SNAKEPIT AEIKNPST psychiatric hospital [n -S] 

SNAKIEST AEIKNSST SNAKEY, snaky (resembling snake) [adj] / SNAKY [adj] 

SNAPBACK AABCKNPS sudden rebound or recovery [n -S] 

SNAPLESS AELNPSSS lacking snap (type of fastening device) [adj] 

SNAPPIER AEINPPRS SNAPPY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adj] 

SNAPPILY AILNPPSY in snappy (snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner)) manner [adv] 

SNAPPING AGINNPPS SNAP, to make sharp cracking sound [v] 

SNAPPISH AHINPPSS tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner [adj] 

SNAPSHOT AHNOPSST to photograph informally and quickly [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

SNAPWEED ADEENPSW flowering plant [n -S] 

SNARFING AFGINNRS SNARF, to eat or drink greedily [v] 

SNARKIER AEIKNRRS SNARKY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adj] 

SNARKILY AIKLNRSY SNARKY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adv] 

SNARLIER AEILNRRS SNARLY, tangled [adj] 

SNARLING AGILNNRS SNARL, to growl viciously [v] 

SNATCHED ACDEHNST SNATCH, to seize suddenly [v] 

SNATCHER ACEHNRST one that snatches (to seize suddenly) [n -S] 
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SNATCHES ACEHNSST SNATCH, to seize suddenly [v] 

SNAZZIER AEINRSZZ SNAZZY, very stylish [adj] 

SNAZZILY AILNSYZZ SNAZZY, very stylish [adv] 

SNEAKBOX ABEKNOSX small boat masked with brush and weeds that is used for wildfowl hunting [n -ES] 

SNEAKIER AEEIKNRS SNEAKY, deceitful [adj] 

SNEAKILY AEIKLNSY SNEAKY, deceitful [adv] 

SNEAKING AEGIKNNS SNEAK, to move stealthily [v] 

SNEAPING AEGINNPS SNEAP, to chide (to scold (to rebuke harshly)) [v] 

SNEDDING DDEGINNS SNED, to prune (to cut off branches or parts from) [v] 

SNEERFUL EEFLNRSU given to sneering [adj] 

SNEERIER EEEINRRS SNEERY, marked by sneering [adj] 

SNEERING EEGINNRS SNEER, to curl lip in contempt [v] 

SNEESHES EEEHNSSS SNEESH, snuff [n] 

SNEEZIER EEEINRSZ SNEEZY, tending to sneeze [adj] 

SNEEZING EEGINNSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNELLEST EELLNSST SNELL, keen (enthusiastic) [adj] 

SNELLING EGILLNNS SNELL, to attach short line to fishhook [v] 

SNIBBING BBGIINNS SNIB, to latch (to close with type of fastening device) [v] 

SNICKERY CEIKNRSY tending to snicker [adj] 

SNICKING CGIIKNNS SNICK, to nick (to make shallow cut in) [v] 

SNIFFIER EFFIINRS SNIFFY, sniffish (haughty (arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance))) [adj] 

SNIFFILY FFIILNSY in sniffy (sniffish (haughty (arrogant))) manner [adv] 

SNIFFING FFGIINNS SNIFF, to inhale audibly through nose [v] 

SNIFFISH FFHIINSS haughty (arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance)) [adj] 

SNIFFLER EFFILNRS one that sniffles (to sniff repeatedly) [n -S] 

SNIGGLER EGGILNRS one that sniggles (to fish for eels) [n -S] 

SNIPPETY EINPPSTY snippy (snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner)) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

SNIPPIER EIINPPRS SNIPPY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adj] 

SNIPPILY IILNPPSY SNIPPY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adv] 

SNIPPING GIINNPPS piece of something that has been snipped off [n -S] / SNIP, to cut with short, quick stroke [v] 

SNITCHED CDEHINST SNITCH, to tattle (to reveal activities of another) [v] 

SNITCHER CEHINRST one that snitches (to tattle (to reveal activities of another)) [n -S] 

SNITCHES CEHINSST SNITCH, to tattle (to reveal activities of another) [v] 

SNITTIER EIINRSTT SNITTY, disagreeably ill-tempered [adj] 

SNIVELED DEEILNSV SNIVEL, to cry or whine with sniffling [v] 

SNIVELER EEILNRSV one that snivels (to cry or whine with sniffling) [n -S] 

SNIVELLY EILLNSVY tending to whine with sniffling [adj -LLIER, -LLIEST] 

SNOBBERY BBENORSY snobbish behavior [n -RIES] 

SNOBBIER BBEINORS SNOBBY, snobbish (characteristic of snob) [adj] 

SNOBBILY BBILNOSY in snobby (snobbish (characteristic of snob)) manner [adv] 

SNOBBISH BBHINOSS characteristic of snob [adj] 

SNOBBISM BBIMNOSS snobbery (snobbish behavior) [n -S] 

SNOCOACH ACCHNOOS bus-like vehicle with large tires or tracks for traveling on snow [n -ES] 

SNOGGING GGGINNOS SNOG, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SNOODING DGINNOOS SNOOD, to secure with snood (net or fabric cap for hair) [v] 

SNOOKING GIKNNOOS SNOOK, to sniff (to inhale audibly through nose) [v] 
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SNOOLING GILNNOOS SNOOL, to yield meekly [v] 

SNOOPIER EINOOPRS SNOOPY, given to snooping [adj] 

SNOOPILY ILNOOPSY SNOOPY, given to snooping [adv] 

SNOOPING GINNOOPS SNOOP, to pry about [v] 

SNOOTFUL FLNOOSTU enough alcoholic liquor to make one drunk [n -S] 

SNOOTIER EINOORST SNOOTY, snobbish (characteristic of snob) [adj] 

SNOOTILY ILNOOSTY SNOOTY, snobbish (characteristic of snob) [adv] 

SNOOTING GINNOOST SNOOT, to treat with disdain [v] 

SNOOZIER EINOORSZ SNOOZY, drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep)) [adj] 

SNOOZING GINNOOSZ SNOOZE, to sleep lightly [v] 

SNORTING GINNORST SNORT, to exhale noisily through nostrils [v] 

SNOTTIER EINORSTT SNOTTY, arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance) [adj] 

SNOTTILY ILNOSTTY SNOTTY, arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance) [adv] 

SNOUTIER EINORSTU SNOUTY, resembling long, projecting nose [adj] 

SNOUTING GINNOSTU SNOUT, to provide with nozzle [v] 

SNOUTISH HINOSSTU snouty (resembling long, projecting nose) [adj] 

SNOWBALL ABLLNOSW to increase at rapidly accelerating rate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOWBANK ABKNNOSW mound of snow [n -S] 

SNOWBELL BELLNOSW flowering shrub [n -S] 

SNOWBELT BELNOSTW region that receives appreciable amount of snow each year [n -S] 

SNOWBIRD BDINORSW small bird [n -S] 

SNOWBUSH BHNOSSUW flowering shrub [n -ES] 

SNOWDROP DNOOPRSW European herb [n -S] 

SNOWFALL AFLLNOSW fall of snow [n -S] 

SNOWFLEA AEFLNOSW wingless insect appearing on snow in spring [n -S] 

SNOWIEST EINOSSTW SNOWY, abounding in snow [adj] 

SNOWLAND ADLNNOSW area marked by great amount of snow [n -S] 

SNOWLESS ELNOSSSW having no snow [adj] 

SNOWLIKE EIKLNOSW resembling snow [adj] 

SNOWMELT ELMNOSTW water produced by melting of snow [n -S] 

SNOWMOLD DLMNOOSW fungus disease of grasses near edge of melting snow [n -S] 

SNOWPACK ACKNOPSW accumulation of packed snow [n -S] 

SNOWPLOW LNOOPSWW to execute type of skiing maneuver [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOWSHED DEHNOSSW structure built to provide protection against snow [n -S] 

SNOWSHOE EHNOOSSW to walk on snowshoes (oval frames that allow person to walk on deep snow) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOWSUIT INOSSTUW child's garment for winter wear [n -S] 

SNUBBEST BBENSSTU SNUB, short (having little length) [adj] 

SNUBBIER BBEINRSU SNUBBY, blunt (not sharp or pointed) [adj] 

SNUBBING BBGINNSU SNUB, to treat with contempt or neglect [v] 

SNUBNESS BENNSSSU bluntness (quality of being blunt (not sharp or pointed)) [n -ES] 

SNUFFBOX BFFNOSUX box for holding snuff [n -ES] 

SNUFFIER EFFINRSU SNUFFY, dingy (grimy (dirty (unclean))) [adj] 

SNUFFILY FFILNSUY in snuffy (dingy (grimy (dirty))) manner [adv] 

SNUFFING FFGINNSU SNUFF, to use or inhale snuff (powdered tobacco) [v] 

SNUFFLER EFFLNRSU one that snuffles (to sniffle (to sniff repeatedly)) [n -S] 

SNUGGERY EGGNRSUY snug place [n -RIES] 
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SNUGGEST EGGNSSTU SNUG, warmly comfortable [adj] 

SNUGGIES EGGINSSU women's long underwear [n SNUGGIES] 

SNUGGING GGGINNSU SNUG, to make snug [v] 

SNUGNESS EGNNSSSU quality or state of being snug [n -ES] 

 

8s contain -SN- 

ANTISNOB ABINNOST one that is opposed to snobbery [n -S] 

BASSNESS ABENSSSS lowness in pitch [n -ES] 

BESNOWED BDEENOSW BESNOW, to cover with snow [v] 

BIASNESS ABEINSSS state of being slanted [n -ES] 

ENSNARER AEENNRRS one that ensnares (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [n -S] 

GESNERIA AEEGINRS designating type of flowering plant [adj] 

GLASNOST AGLNOSST Soviet policy of open political discussion [n -S] 

INSNARER AEINNRRS ensnarer (one that ensnares (to trap)) [n -S] 

MESNALTY AELMNSTY type of feudal estate [n -TIES] 

MISNOMER EIMMNORS name wrongly used [n -S] 

OSNABURG ABGNORSU cotton fabric [n -S] 

OUTSNORE ENOORSTU to surpass in snoring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REFUSNIK EFIKNRSU Soviet citizen who was refused permission to emigrate [n -S] 

TINSNIPS IINNPSST tool for cutting sheet metal [n TINSNIPS] 

 

 


